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401 A Polaroid computer monitor
402 A metal framed mirror
403 A quanity of Christmas items including glass plates, candles etc
404 8 duck figures
405 3 prints on canvas, Charlie Chaplin, Frank Sinatra, Mohamed Ali
406 A box of silk scarves, flags, hat etc
407 2 shelves of assorted kitchen items
408 A mixed lot of storage jars, jugs etc
409 A quantity of record collector's magazines
410 A quantity of umbrella's etc
411 A jug and basin set and a sugar bowl and milk jug
412 A large jug formed as an American indian
413 2 hen dishes, bird figures, clocks etc
414 A mixed lot including collector's plates, Beswick cat group, crested ware etc
415 5 framed and glazed adverts
416 A mixed lot of wooden items, horses etc
417 2 shelves of wooden and kitchen items
418 A mixed lot of binoculars, recorder etc
419 A quantity of 78rpm records
420 A mixed lot including tins etc
421 A mixed lot of DVD's and CD's
422 A cased pair of lawn bowls
423 A mixed lot of metalware including companion stands, shaving mirrors etc
424 A quantity of fruit patterned tea and dinner ware
425 A pair of table lamps and one other
426 A mixed lot including plates, butter dish etc
427 A quantity of top coats
428 12 original German posters including musical
429 2 Poole pottery jugs and 2 others
430 A Bush portable TV and a radio
431 2 table lamps
432 A mixed lot including wooden items
433 A mixed lot of blue glass and ceramics
434 A box of books
435 2 pasta sets and 2 lidded pots
436 A mixed lot of glassware
437 2 boxes of LP records and cassette tapes
438 A mixed lot including teapots, jugs etc
439 A mixed lot including chopping blocks, shoe cleaning box etc
440 A mixed lot of collector's plates etc
441 A box of books

442 A Aiwa music centre
443 2 carnival glass vases and one other
444 A quantity of DVD's and CD's
445 A quantity of LP records
446 A quantity of linen
447 A mixed lot including toaster etc (all on top shelf)
448 2 wooden letter racks and 3 other items
449 A mixed lot of plates (some a/f)
450 A quantity of collector's plates depicting cats
451 A mixed lot of kitchen items etc
452 5 Oriental plates
453 An oak wall clock
454 A mixed lot including transistor radio
455 A mixed lot of plates etc
456 2 throws (ideal for dog beds)
457 A bird cage
458 2 telephones, a radio and a mixer
459 A quantity of photo frames etc
460 A wooden box and contents
461 A wash basin and contents
462 A box of cutlery and 2 lap trays
463 A mixed lot including bread crock, sauce pans etc
464 A mixed lot including clock, cars etc
465 A camouflage net
466 A quantity of children's annuals
467 2 shelves of ladies shoes
468 A shop display bust
469 A shelf of handbags
470 A vintage sewing machine
471 A mixed lot of glassware
472 A tray of glass chandelier parts
473 A red patterned rug
474 A Panasonic car radio/cd player
475 A pair of ice skates
476 A metal umbrella stand and umbrella's
477 A quantity of Christmas decorations
478 6 large boxes of books
479 6 large boxes of books
480 3 boxes of bedlinen, table cloths, towels etc
481 A Kenwood chef food mixer and accessories
482 4 boxes of linen, clothes etc
483 An extending dining table and 2 chairs
484 A single drawer side table
485 A picnic basket and a carpet beater
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486 A tricycle
487 A white 4 drawer chest
488 A metal candleholder and plant pot stand
489 A pine single headboard and a metal single headboard
490 A quantity of mirrors
491 A walking aid
492 A family bible and a small sword
493 A quantity of CD's
494 A quantity of LP records
495 2 boxes of books
496 A wall clock and a mantel clock
497 A quantity of plates, wall plaques etc
498 A storage pouffe
499 3 walking sticks
500 A box of miscellaneous items
501 A folding wheel chair
502 A 5ft upholstered headboard with french writing
503 A 1908 Olympic games poster, glass a/f
504 A music centre cabinet
505 A modern standard lamp
506 A pair of limited edition floral prints
507 A quantity of history books etc
508 A pair of white bedsides
509 3 gilt framed mirrors
510 3 pottery vases
511 A violin in case
512 4 Valencia figures, 2 a/f
513 5 glass lamp shades
514 An accoustic guitar
515 A box of books and ephemera
516 2 copper coal scuttles and a copper jug
517 Approximately 30 pieces of crested ware including Goss and Shelley
518 A Rington's blue and white plate, vase, bowl and ginger jar
519 A quantity of books including Dicken's
520 An electric sewing machine
521 A box of books
522 A box of LP records
523 A quantity of table lamps
524 4 pictures
525 A 'Fibre' sea reel, 2 other reels and a 1950's car compass
526 A pagoda lamp and a dog lamp
527 A boxed wooden 'The Captain's Mistress' game
528 A first edition Harry Potter and the Half Blood 

Prince
529 An oak 4 drawer chest
530 An oak 2 door cupboard
531 A pottery vase
532 A mixed lot of Royalty ephemera including scrap books
533 A Smith's mantel clock
534 A framed and glazed set of Player's cricketer cigarette cards
535 A set of 4 mahogany dining chairs
536 A gilt framed picture of a cat
537 A clock and a bird house
538 A large mixed lot of vintage and other games including Buccaneer, Ratrace etc
539 A box of LP and 45rpm records
540 A quantity of pictures
541 3 odd chairs
542 A mahogany framed arm chair
543 A mixed lot of blue and white including Spode, Myott, Rington's etc
544 A mixed lot of cottages including Lilliput Lane and David Winter
545 A Victorian print entitled 'Getting Entangled'
546 3 Victorian race horse prints
547 A dining table, 4 chairs and a sideboard
548 A Rocking chair
549 A brass warming pan
550 2 chrome curtain rails and a rug
551 A fire screen
552 A pub mirror
553 A mixed lot of teapots
554 A folding stool
555 A vintage Samsonite suitcase
556 A modern display cabinet
557 5 Dicken's prints
558 An accoustic guitar
559 A mixed lot of pictures
560 A mixed lot of glassware
561 A quantity of Denby tea and dinner ware
562 3 martingales with brasses and a brass John Bull figure
563 A jardiniere and a vase
564 A box of postcards
565 A box of prints and photographs
566 A box of records
567 A box of CD's
568 7 old dictionaries and encyclopaedia's
569 A quantity of DVD's
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570 A 22 piece Royal Doulton tea set
571 A Technics music centre
572 A table and 4 chairs
573 A modern wall clock
574 A 1930's three piece suite
575 An oak gate leg table
576 An HMV wind up gramaphone
577 A folding stool and a chair
578 A mahogany fold over table
579 3 large boxes of linen etc
580 A Hedges & Butler pub sign
581 A box of miscellaneous
582 A quantity of pictures including advertising
583 Approximately 55 pieces of French tea and dinner ware
584 32 pieces of Jeff Banks dinnerware
585 A teak dining table
586 A glass coffee table
587 A good rug
588 A framed map and a wooden box
589 A wall hanging and a lace table cloth
590 Approximately 200 45 rpm records
591 2 knitting machines and accessories
592 A respirator in metal box
593 2 bedroom chairs and an ottoman
594 2 electric guitars, both a/f
595 A Victorian print
596 A crash helmet, leathers, boots etc
597 A quantity of vanity cases etc
598 A cased Carlotti accordian
599 A quantity of small pictures including advertising
600 3 boxes of LP records
601 2 boxes of miscellaneous tools etc and LP records
602 A quantity of Lord of the Rings figures in sealed packets
603 A Gent's bike
604 A bike trailer
605 A bike trailer
606 A et of 4 children's stacking chairs
607 2 loft ladders
608 A Haytor petrol mower
609 A cement mixer
610 A TV table
611 A Qualcast petrol mower
612 An oak cabinet
613 A mixed lot of books including John Lennon
614 A quantity of encyclopaedia's

615 A quantity of framed small film posters
616 A quantity of children's books
617 A wrought iron hall table
618 A Capo di Monte figure of a tramp
619 A quantity of framed adverts
620 A porcelain doll
621 A mixed lot of old books including Dickens, Shakespeare etc
622 A quantity of photo's, albums etc
623 2 copper bed warmers and a copper pam
624 A quantity of small brass figures
625 A quantity of old books
626 An old bread crock
627 A quantity of pub advertisements etc
628 A pub sign
629 A quantity of pictures
630 A pair of Staffordshire vases
631 A pair of Kurt Geigle red shoes
632 A jardiniere on stand
633 A mixed lot of glassware including crystal
634 A quantity of pub mirrors
635 A bayonet
636 A blue and white jug and basin and a blue and white jug
637 A quantity of costume jewellery
638 A jardiniere on stand
639 An Art Deco chrome table lamp with shade
640 A pair of nostalgic prints
641 5 boxed Corgi bus and coach models
642 A quantity of framed advertisements etc
643 A quantity of artist's paints
644 A quantity of horse brasses and a brass fire extinguisher
645 A tortoise figure
646 A Kawa gun sight
647 A quantity of post cards
648 2 beer signs
649 9 hand painted plates
650 A pool collage
651 A brass coal box and magazine rack
652 A box of miscellaneous
653 2 miniature portraits
654 3 James Bond books
655 2 brass garden sprays, poker stand etc
656 A pub sign
657 3 Shudehill African wall masks
658 A golfer figure
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659 A Coca Cola sign and one other
660 A machete and a letter opener
661 3 flying ducks and a Pendelfin rabbit
662 A Duckworth sign
663 A Chariot group and a tramp in a bath
664 A quantity of Lincoln books
665 A Ruston sign and one other
666 A Viner's canteen of cutlery
667 3 framed and glazed prints including James Bond
668 2 hunting knives in sheaths
669 A small drop leaf table
670 A No Parking sign
671 A British Railways sign
672 A street sign 'Cross Street'
673 A street sign 'Norris Street'
674 A boxed set of 78rpm records, Winston Churchill, His memoirs and speeches, 1918 -1945
675 A Satsuma vase
676 A majolica jardiniere
677 3 candle lamps
678 A quantity of collector's cards
679 A brass 1940 'The Friends Fund' collector's plate
680 A Hienz sign etc
681 3 Kukri's
682 An unusual table lamp
683 A blue and white cake plate
684 An Autocar advertisement, glass a/f
685 2 brass eagles
686 Approximately 20 spools of knitting wool and box of patterns
687 3 stoneware wine jars
688 A Railway warning sign
689 A pair of traction engine prints
690 A set of scales
691 Framed and glazed cigarette cards etc
692 A quantity of collector's spoons
693 2 smoker's stands and a tripod wine table
694 A quantity of wrist watches
695 A mixed lot of jewellery etc
696 4 framed motoring advertisements
697 A figure of a bull, a horse and a horse head
698 A Lincolnshire Artistes Federation desk top calendar
699 A carved cameo shell table lamp
700 A pair of country scenes
701 A brass model of Stevenson's rocket
702 A quantity of American comics

703 A quantity of yellow metal and other rings
704 A quantity of old coins and bank notes
705 A mixed lot of badges
706 A mixed lot of brooches and yellow metal jewellery
707 A mixed lot of jewellery
708 A figure of a hunter with dog
709 A quantity of James Bond pictures
710 An eagle with chicks and 3 other figures
711 2 ethnic wooden wall plaques and 3 African scene pictures
712 An RHE legends picture
713 A nest of 2 tables
714 2 chalk boards and other signs
715 A quantity of costume jewellery
716 A miniature pine dresser
717 A tobacco jar in the shape of a coconut shell with crossed swords emblem
718 A framed street trader plaque
719 A WW2 German silver cross
720 A bronze whistle in the form of an owl
721 A pair of vintage silver plated trademen samples of meat platters
722 A jewellery box and contents
723 A mixed lot of cased cutlery sets etc
724 3 meat platters
725 A 3 drawer pine bedside chest
726 A quantity of LP and 45 rpm records
727 A board of brass rally plaques
728 A 3 drawer bedside chest
729 A folding fire guard
730 A mahogany console table
731 4 boxed die cast models
732 A shire horse and cart
733 A mahogany box and 2 other items
734 An album of army life photo's etc
735 A horse bridle with blinkers
736 A horse with brewers dray and one other horse
737 A bust of Mozart a/f
738 3 shire horses
739 3 recorders and a penny whistle
740 2 shire horses
741 A quantity of wooden items including figure
742 A mixed lot of metalware including kettles
743 A box of die cast vehicles
744 3 horses including shire
745 4 horses including shire
746 11 volumes of 'The New Book of Knowledge'
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747 A quantity of miniature teapots
748 A quantity of framed film pictures (2 shelves)
749 A Ben Hur poster and one other
750 3 portrait prints including Mona Lisa
751 2 framed and glazed advertisements and one other picture
752 A stool, a magazine rack and a clother airer
753 A pair of good quality mahogany corner cabinets
754 A framed and glazed motoring print by James Dugdale,1980
755 A china cabinet
756 A gilt framed mirror
757 A framed and glazed nostalgic print
758 A pair of Victorian prints (missing glass)
759 An oak framed print entitled 'Playmates'
760 A Colman's Mustard framed advertisement
761 A framed and glazed Victorian print
762 A set of 4 oak dining chairs
763 An oak leaded mirror
764 A mahogany mirror backed sideboard
765 A Hitachi TV and other items
766 An old cupboard
767 A set of Macintosh style dining chairs
768 A pair of oak framed hand painted mirrors
769 An oak refectory table
770 A mahogany bedside cabinet
771 A bedroom chair
772 A nest of 3 chrome and glass tables
773 A teak cabinet
774 A TV stand and DVD player
775 A 3 drawer bedside chest
776 A vintage sewing machine
777 2 mirrors
778 2 mirrors
779 An RAC Antiques Fair sign
780 A Great Escape Poster, Mohamed Ali poster and Marilyn Monroe poster
781 A modern wardrobe
782 2 card tables
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